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constructions of such pairs are given. Moreover, we shall classify such pairs related
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a conformal superalgebra was formulated by Kac [Ka2],
and is equivalent to the notion of the linear Hamiltonian operator in
Gel’fand–Dikii–Dorfman’s theory in [GDi1, GDi2, and GDo1–GDo3].
Conformal superalgebras play important roles in quantum ﬁeld theory (e.g.
cf. [Ka2]) and vertex operator superalgebras (e.g. cf. [Ka2, X7]). In some
sense, conformal superalgebras are generalizations of afﬁne Kac–Moody
algebras and the Virasoro algebra. In this paper, we shall study a spe-
cial class of conformal superalgebras, which we call “quadratic conformal
superalgebras.” Below, we give a more detailed introduction.
Throughout this paper, all the vector spaces are assumed to be over ,
the ﬁeld of complex numbers. Denote by + the additive group of . For
two vector spaces V1 and V2, we denote by LMV1 V2 the space of linear
maps from V1 to V2. Moreover, we denote by  the ring of integers and
by 2 = /2 the cyclic group of order 2. When the context is clear, we
use 0 1 to denote the elements of 2. We shall also use the following
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operator for taking the residue,
Reszzn = δn−1 for n ∈ 	 (1.1)
Furthermore, all the binomials are assumed to be expanded in the nonneg-
ative powers of the second variable.
A conformal superalgebra R = R0 ⊕ R1 is a 2-graded 
∂-module with
a 2-graded linear map Y+· z R→ LMRR
z−1z−1 satisfying
Y+∂u z = dY
+u z
dz
for u ∈ R (1.2)
Y+u zv = −1ijResx
ex∂Y+v−xu
z − x  (1.3)
Y+u z1Y+v z2 − −1ijY+v z2Y+u z1
= Resx
Y+Y+u z1 − xv x
z2 − x
(1.4)
for u ∈ Ri v ∈ Rj . We denote by R ∂Y+· z a conformal superalgebra.
When R1 = 0, we simply call R a conformal algebra.
The above deﬁnition is the generating-function form equivalent to that
given in [Ka2], where the author used the component formulae with
Y+u z =∑∞n=0 unz−n−1/n!.
Suppose that R ∂Y+· z is a conformal superalgebra that is a free

∂-module over a 2-graded subspace V , namely
R = 
∂V ∼= 
∂ ⊗ V 	 (1.5)
Let m be a positive integer. The algebra R is called a homogeneous confor-





−j with wj ∈ V	 (1.6)












for u ∈ Li v ∈ Lj , and w ∈ L. It is well known that a homogeneous con-
formal superalgebra of degree 1 is equivalent to a Lie superalgebra (e.g.,
cf. [Gdo1, Ka2]).
A Novikov superalgebra is a Z2-graded vector space  = 0 ⊕ 1 with an
operation “◦” satisfying that for u ∈ i v ∈ j , and w ∈ l,
u ◦ v ◦w = −1jlu ◦w ◦ v u vw = −1ijv uw (1.8)
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where the associator
u vw = u ◦ v ◦w − u ◦ v ◦w	 (1.9)
When 1 = 0, we call  a Novikov algebra. It was essentially stated in
[GDo1] that a quadratic homogeneous conformal algebra is equivalent to
a Novikov algebra. Such an algebraic structure appeared in [BN] from
the point of view of Poisson structures of hydrodynamic type. The name
“Novikov algebra” was given by Osborn [O1]. The above superanalogue
was given in [X6].
By quadratic conformal superalgebra, we mean a conformal superalgebra
R that is a free 
∂-module over its 2-graded subspace V such that for
u v ∈ V ,
Y+u zv = w1 + ∂w2z−1 +w3z−2 with wi ∈ V	 (1.10)
It was essentially stated in [GDo1] (without proof) that a quadratic confor-
mal superalgebra is equivalent to a bialgebraic structure  
· · ◦ such
that  
· · forms a Lie algebra,  ◦ forms a Novikov algebra, and the
compatibility condition

w ◦ u v − 
w ◦ v u + 
wu ◦ v − 
w v ◦ u−w ◦ 
u v = 0 (1.11)
for u vw ∈  holds. We may call such a bialgebraic structure a Gel’fand–
Dorfman bialgebra for convenience. A quadratic conformal algebra corre-
sponds to a Hamiltonian pair in [GDo1], which plays fundamental roles in
completely integrable systems. It was also pointed out in [GDo1] that if we
deﬁne the commutator

u v− = u ◦ v − v ◦ u (1.12)
for a Novikov algebra  ◦, then  
· ·− ◦ forms a Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra.
In this paper, we shall study quadratic conformal superalgebras. Natu-
rally, we need the following concept. A super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra is
a 2-graded vector space  = 0 ⊕ 1 with two algebraic operations 
· ·
and ◦ such that  
· · forms a Lie superalgebra,  ◦ forms a Novikov
superalgebra, and the compatibility condition

w ◦ u v − −1ij
w ◦ v u + 
wu ◦ v
− −1ij
w v ◦ u−w ◦ 
u v = 0
(1.13)
for u ∈ i v ∈ j , and w ∈  holds. We shall present the proof that
a quadratic conformal superalgebra is equivalent to a super Gel’fand–
Dorfman bialgebra. For a Novikov superalgebra  ◦, we deﬁne another
operation 
· ·− on  by

u v− = u ◦ v − −1ijv ◦ u for u ∈ i v ∈ j 	 (1.14)
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The proof of the fact that  
· ·− ◦ forms a super Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra will also be given. However, we do not claim these proofs as our
major results in this paper. Our reason for doing them is for the conve-
nience of the reader.
Our main results can be divided into two aspects. First, we shall present
four general constructions of super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebras. Two of
them are extracted from simple Lie superalgebras of Cartan types W, H,
and K. One construction comes from a family of inﬁnite-dimensional simple
Lie superalgebras that we constructed in [X4]. The other construction is
obtained from our classiﬁcation work in this paper.
The second aspect of our results is the classiﬁcation of Gel’fand–
Dorfman bialgebras related to simple Novikov algebras. Zelmanov [Z]
proved that any ﬁnite-dimensional simple Novikov algebra over an alge-
braically closed ﬁeld with characteristic 0 is one-dimensional. Osborn [O2]
classiﬁed ﬁnite-dimensional simple Novikov algebras with an idempotent
element over an algebraically closed ﬁeld with prime characteristic. In [X3],
we gave a complete classiﬁcation of ﬁnite-dimensional simple Novikov alge-
bras and their irreducible modules over an algebraically closed ﬁeld with
prime characteristic.
Suppose that  is an additive subgroup of  and denote by  = 0 or
 = 0 1 2 3 	 	 	 the set of natural numbers. Let  be a vector space
with a basis xα j  α j ∈ × . For any given constant b ∈ , we deﬁne
the algebraic operation ◦ on  by
xαi◦xβj=β+bxα+βi+j+jxα+βi+j−1 for αβ∈ ij∈ (1.15)
where we adopt the convention that if a notion is not deﬁned but technically
appears in an expression, we always treat it as zero; for instance, xα j = 0
if α j ∈  ×  (this convention will be used throughout this paper). In
[O3], Osborn proved that a simple Novikov algebras with an idempotent
element whose left multiplication operator is locally ﬁnite over an alge-
braically closed ﬁeld with characteristic 0 must be isomorphic to  ◦
for some , and b. There is a natural commutative associative algebra
structure · on :
xα i · xβ j = xα+β i+j for αβ ∈  i j ∈ 	 (1.16)
Throughout this paper, the symbol · of an associative algebraic operation
in a product will be invisible for convenience, when the context is clear. For
any ξ ∈ , we deﬁne an algebraic operation ξ on  by
xαiξ xβj=β+ξxα+βi+j+jxα+βi+j−1 for αβ∈ ij∈	 (1.17)
We proved in [X4] that  ξ forms a simple Novikov algebra for any
ξ ∈ . This in particular gives a large family of simple Novikov algebras
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without any idempotent elements. According to Gel’fand and Dorfman’s
statement in [GDo1], we have a large family of Gel’fand–Dorfman bialge-
bras  
· ·− ξ (cf. (1.12)). In fact,

xα i xβ j− = xα i ξ xβ j − xβ j  xα i
= β− αxα+β i+j + j − ixα+β i+j−1 (1.18)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . Moreover,  
· ·− is a simple Lie algebra
(cf. [O5]).
For convenience, we call  
· · a Lie superalgebra over the Novikov
superalgebra  ◦ and  ◦ a Novikov superalgebra over the Lie
superalgebra  
· · when  
· · ◦ forms a super Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra. In [OZ], the authors proved that a Lie algebra over  ◦
with  =   = 0, and b ∈  or  = 0 and  =  must be isomorphic
to  
· ·−. In this paper, we shall classify all the Lie algebras over
 0 ◦ for the arbitrary additive subgroup  and any constant b. In the
case b ∈ , the Lie algebras are Block algebras [B]. We also classify the
Lie algebras over  ◦ when b ∈ . It seems to us that there are too
many complicated Lie algebras over  ◦ when  = 0 and b ∈ .
We shall present several families of such Lie algebras which still look neat.
Furthermore, we shall classify all the Novikov algebras whose commuta-
tor algebra is  0 
· ·−. It looks more challenging to classify Novikov
superalgebras over all the well-known simple Lie superalgebras.
We remark that the Hamiltonian superoperator corresponding to a con-
formal superalgebra R with R1 = 0 does not in general have any analytic
implication yet. The right theory of Hamiltonian operators compatible with
supersymmetric partial differential equations is that which we gave in [X6].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we mainly present the
proof of the equivalence of a quadratic conformal superalgebra and a super
Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra. In Section 3, we give four general construc-
tions of super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebras. Our classiﬁcation results are
presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6.
The author thanks Professor E. Zel’manov for his comments and
suggestions.
2. EQUIVALENCE
In this section, we shall prove that quadratic conformal superalgebras are
equivalent to super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebras. Moreover, we shall also
give the proof that  
· ·− ◦ forms a super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra
for any Novikov superalgebra  ◦ (cf. (1.14)).
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Let R be a 2-graded free 
∂-module over its 2-graded subspace V
∂Ri ⊂ Ri. Let Y+· z V → LMVR
z−1z−1 be any given 2-graded
linear map. We can extend Y+· z as follows. First we extend Y+· z to
a linear map from R to LMVR
z−1:
Y+f ∂u zv = f d/dzY+u zv for u v ∈ V f ∂ ∈ 
∂	 (2.1)





−1j∂m−jdjY+ζ zv/dzj for ζ ∈ R v ∈ V m ∈ 	
(2.2)
The extended map Y+· z naturally satisﬁes (1.2). According to Remark
4.1.2(2) and (4.2.7) in [X7], RY+· z forms a conformal superalgebra
if and only if the map Y+· z satisﬁes (1.3) and (1.4) when acting on V
for u v ∈ V . This fact was shown by Kac [Ka2] through a relatively more
complicated approach.
The map is said to be homogeneous of degree m if it satisﬁes (1.6).
Suppose that the map Y+· z can be written as
Y+· z = Y+1 · z + Y+2 · z + · · · + Y+p · z (2.3)
where all Y+j · z V → LMVR
z−1 are homogeneous 2-graded linear
maps of different degrees and they are supposed to be extended as Y+· z.
The following lemma can be proved by comparing the degrees in (1.3)
and (1.4).
Lemma 2.1. The map Y+· z satisﬁes (1.3) if and only if all Y+j · z
satisfy (1.3). When p = 2, the map Y+· z satisﬁes (1.4) if and only if
Y1· z and Y2· z satisfy (1.4) and the condition
Y+1 u z1Y+2 v z2 + Y+2 u z1Y+1 v z2w
− −1ijY+1 v z2Y+2 u z1 + Y+2 v z2Y+1 u z1w
= Resx
Y+1 Y+2 u z1 − xv x + Y+2 Y+1 u z1 − xv xw
z2 − x
(2.4)
for u ∈ Vi v ∈ Vj , and w ∈ V holds. In particular, if the family R ∂Y+
· z forms a conformal superalgebra, then both R ∂Y+1 · z and
R ∂Y+2 · z form conformal superalgebras when p = 2.
Theorem 2.2. A quadratic conformal superalgebra is equivalent to a super
Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra.
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Proof. Let R ∂Y+· z be a quadratic conformal superalgebra. By
(1.10), we can write
Y+u zv = ∂v ◦ u + 
v uz−1 + v · uz−2 for u v ∈ V (2.5)
where ◦ 
· · · are three algebraic operations on V and the reason for
changing the order of u and v on the right-hand side is because we want
our results to be consistent with the notions of the Novikov algebra and the
Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra (otherwise, we would obtain their “opposite
algebras”). For u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj , (1.3) becomes
∂u ◦ v + 
u vz−1 + u · vz−2
= −1ij
∂v · u− v ◦ u − 
v uz−1 + v · uz−2 (2.6)
where f x ∈ R
x. Since R is a free 
∂-module over V , we obtain
v · u = v ◦ u+ −1iju ◦ v 
u v = −−1ij
v u	 (2.7)
Deﬁne two linear maps Y+1 · z Y+2 · z V → LMVR
z−1 by
Y+1 u zv = 
v uz−1 Y+2 u zv= ∂v ◦ uz−1+v ◦ u+−1iju ◦ vz−2
(2.8)
for u ∈ Vi v ∈ Vj . Then Y+j · z is a homogeneous map of degree j
and Y+· z = Y+1 · z + Y+2 · z. According to the above lemma, both




w v u − −1ij

wu vz−11 z−12 = 
w 
v uz−11 z−12 (2.9)
by Deﬁnition 2.7b in [Ka2], which implies the second equation in (1.7).
Thus V 
· · forms a Lie superalgebra.
Next we let u ∈ Vi v ∈ Vj , and w ∈ Vl. By (2.2) and Deﬁnition 2.7b
in [Ka2],
Y+2 u z1Y+2 v z2w
= ∂2w ◦ v ◦ uz−11 z−12 + ∂w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1jlv ◦w ◦ uz−11 z−22
+ ∂
2w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ vz−21 z−12
+ 
w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w
× z−21 z−22 + 2w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ vz−31 z−12  (2.10)
Resx
Y+2 Y+2 u z1 − xv xw
z2 − x
= − ∂w ◦ v ◦ uz−11 z−22 − 2w ◦ v ◦ u + −1li+jv ◦ u ◦wz−11 z−32
+ −w ◦ v ◦ u + −1ijw ◦ u ◦ v − −1li+jv ◦ u ◦w
+ −1li+j+iju ◦ v ◦wz−21 z−22 + −1ij∂w ◦ u ◦ vz−21 z−12
+ −1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v + −1li+ju ◦ v ◦wz−31 z−12 (2.11)
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by (2.1). Thus by (1.4),
∂2
w ◦ v ◦ u− −1ijw ◦ u ◦ vz−11 z−12 − −1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v
+ −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ uz−11 z−32 + ∂
w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1jlv ◦w ◦ u
− −1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ uz−11 z−22
− −1ij∂
w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ilu ◦w ◦ v − −1ij2w ◦ v ◦ u
+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ vz−21 z−12
+ 
w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w
− −1ij
w ◦ u+ −1ilu ◦w ◦ v + −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u
+ −1ilu ◦wz−21 z−22 + 2w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ vz−31 z−12
= Y+2 u z1Y+2 v z2w − −1ijY+2 v z2Y+2 u z1w
= Resx
Y+2 Y+2 u z1 − xv xw
z2 − x
= −∂w ◦ v ◦ uz−11 z−22 − 2w ◦ v ◦ u + −1li+jv ◦ u ◦wz−11 z−32
+ −w ◦ v ◦ u + −1ijw ◦ u ◦ v − −1li+jv ◦ u ◦w
+ −1li+j+iju ◦ v ◦wz−21 z−22 + −1ij∂w ◦ u ◦ vz−21 z−12
+ −1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v + −1li+ju ◦ v ◦wz−31 z−12 	 (2.12)
Comparing the coefﬁcients of z−11 z
−1
2 in (2.12), we have
w ◦ v ◦ u = −1ijw ◦ u ◦ v	 (2.13)
From the coefﬁcients of z−11 z
−2
2 in (2.12), we ﬁnd
w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1jlv ◦w ◦ u− −1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v
+ −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u = −w ◦ v ◦ u (2.14)
which is equivalent to
−1jlv ◦w ◦ u− w ◦ v ◦ u− −1jlv ◦ w ◦ u = −w ◦ v ◦ u (2.15)
by (2.13). Note that (2.15) can be written as
w v u = −1jlvw u (2.16)
(cf. (1.9)). Hence V ◦ forms a Novikov superalgebra.
We want to show that the coefﬁcients of the other monomials in (2.12)
do not give more constraints on V ◦. Checking the coefﬁcient of z−11 z−32 ,
we have
−−1ij2w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u
= −2w ◦ v ◦ u + −1li+jv ◦ u ◦w (2.17)
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which is equivalent to
w ◦ v ◦ u+ −1jlv ◦ w ◦ u = w ◦ v ◦ u + −1ljv ◦w ◦ u (2.18)
by (2.13). Note that (2.18) is the same as (2.15). The equation from the
coefﬁcient of z−21 z
−1





and the equation from the coefﬁcient of z−31 z
−1
2 is equivalent to that from
the coefﬁcient of z−11 z
−3
2 because u v, and w are arbitrary. Extracting the
coefﬁcient of z−21 z
−2
2 in (2.12), we obtain
w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦w
−−1ij
w ◦ u+ −1ilu ◦w ◦ v + −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u+ −1ilu ◦w
= −w ◦ v ◦ u + −1ijw ◦ u ◦ v − −1li+jv ◦ u ◦w
+−1li+j+iju ◦ v ◦w (2.19)
which is equivalent to
−1jlvw u − −1ij+luw v
= w v u − −1ijwu v − −1li+jv uw
+ −1ij+li+ju vw	 (2.20)
The above equation is implied by (2.16) again because u vw are arbitrary.
Now we want to show that (2.4) only gives rise to (1.13). First we have
Y+1 u z1Y+2 v z2 + Y+2 u z1Y+1 v z2w
= ∂
w ◦ v u + 
w v ◦ uz−11 z−12 + 
w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦wuz−11 z−22
+ 
w v ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ 
w v + 
w ◦ v uz−21 z−12  (2.21)
Resxz2 − x−1
Y+1 Y+2 u z1 − xv xw + Y+2 Y+1 u z1 − xv xw
= ∂w ◦ 
v uz−11 z−12 + w ◦ 
v u + −1li+j
v u ◦w
− 
w v ◦ uz−11 z−22 + w ◦ 
v u + −1li+j
v u ◦w
+ −1ij
wu ◦ vz−21 z−12 	 (2.22)
Then by (2.4) we get
∂
w ◦ v u + 
w v ◦ u− −1ij
w ◦ u v + 
wu ◦ vz−11 z−12
+ 
w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦wu − −1ij
wu ◦ v
+ −1ji+lv ◦ 
wu + 
w ◦ u vz−11 z−22
+ 
w v ◦ u+ −1ij+lu ◦ 
w v + 
w ◦ v u
− −1ij
w ◦ u+ −1jlu ◦w vz−21 z−12
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= Y+1 u z1Y+2 v z2 + Y+2 u z1Y+1 v z2w
− −1ijY+1 v z2Y+2 u z1 + Y+2 v z1Y+1 u z1w
= Resxz2 − x−1
Y+1 Y+2 u z1 − xv xw + Y+2 Y+1 u z1 − xv xw
= ∂w ◦ 
v uz−11 z−12 + w ◦ 
v u + −1li+j
v u ◦w
− 
w v ◦ uz−11 z−22 + w ◦ 
v u + −1li+j
v u ◦w
+ −1ij
wu ◦ vz−21 z−12 	 (2.23)
Note that the coefﬁcients of z−11 z
−1
2 in (2.23) imply:

w ◦ v u + 
w v ◦ u− −1ij
w ◦ u v + 
wu ◦ v = w ◦ 
v u (2.24)
which is the same as (1.13) because u vw are arbitrary. Comparing the
coefﬁcients of z−11 z
−2
2 in (2.23), we obtain

w ◦ v + −1jlv ◦wu − −1ij
wu ◦ v
+ −1ji+lv ◦ 
wu + 
w ◦ u v
= w ◦ 
v u + −1li+j
v u ◦w − 
w v ◦ u (2.25)
which can be rewritten as

w ◦ v u − −1ij
w ◦ u v − −1ij
wu ◦ v −w ◦ 
v u
+ 
w v ◦ u + −1jl
vw ◦ u+ −1jl
v ◦wu
− −1li+j
v ◦ uw − −1li+j
v u ◦w
− −1jlv ◦ 
wu = 0	 (2.26)
However, (2.26) is implied by (2.24) because u vw are arbitrary. The equa-
tion from the coefﬁcients of z−21 z
−1
2 in (2.23) is equivalent to (2.25), again
because u vw are arbitrary.
What we have proved in the above is that V 
· · ◦ forms a super
Gel’fand–Dorman bialgebra. Since the above arguments are reversible, a
super Gel’fand–Dorman bialgebra V 
· · ◦ deﬁnes a quadratic confor-
mal superalgebra by (2.5) and the ﬁrst equation in (2.7). Thus the equiva-
lence is established.
Theorem 2.3. Let  ◦ be a Novikov superalgebra. Then  
· ·− ◦
(cf. (1.14)) forms a super Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra.
Proof. For u ∈ i v ∈ j and w ∈ l,

w ◦ u v−− −1ij
w ◦ v u−+ 
wu−◦ v − −1ij
w v− ◦ u−w ◦ 
u v−
= w ◦ u ◦ v − −1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u − −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u
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+ −1ilu ◦ w ◦ v + w ◦ u ◦ v − −1ilu ◦w ◦ v
− −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u+ −1i+ljv ◦w ◦ u
−w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u
= −−1ji+lv ◦ w ◦ u + −1ilu ◦ w ◦ v − −1ilu ◦w ◦ v
+ −1i+ljv ◦w ◦ u−w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u
= −1i+ljvw u − −1iluw v −w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u
= −1ijw v u − wu v −w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u
= −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u− −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u − w ◦ u ◦ v +w ◦ u ◦ v
−w ◦ u ◦ v + −1ijw ◦ v ◦ u = 0 (2.27)
by (1.8). So (1.13) holds.
Example. A super commutative associative algebra  is a 2-graded
associative algebra such that
u · v = −1ijv · u for u ∈ i v ∈ j 	 (2.28)
It is easily veriﬁed that a super commutative associative algebra forms a
Novikov super algebra.
An element d ∈ End is called a derivation of  if there exists an i ∈ 2
such that
dj ⊂ i+j du · v = du · v + −1ijv · dv (2.29)
for j ∈ 2 u ∈ j and v ∈ 	 The derivation d is called even if i = 0 and
odd if i = 1.
Let d be an even derivation of a super commutative associative algebra
 and ξ ∈ 0. We deﬁne an operation ◦ on  by
u ◦ v = udv + ξuv for u v ∈ 	 (2.30)
By arguments analogous to (2.7) and (2.8) in [X4], we can prove that  ◦
forms a Novikov superalgebra.
3. CONSTRUCTIONS
In this section, we shall give four constructions of super Gel’fand–
Dorfman bialgebras.
Let  · be a super commutative associative algebra. Denote by W 0
the space of even derivations of  and by W 1 the space of odd deriva-
tions of . Then
W  = W 0 +W 1 (3.1)
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forms a Lie superalgebra with respect to 
· · deﬁned by

d1 d2v = d1d2v − −1ijd2d1v
for d1 ∈ W i d2 ∈ W j v ∈ 	 (3.2)
Moreover, W  forms a left -module with respect to the action
adv = adv for a v ∈  d ∈ W 	 (3.3)
Set
 = W  ⊕ 	 (3.4)
We deﬁne two algebraic operations 
· · and ◦ on  by

d1 + ξ1 d2 + ξ2 = 
d1 d2 + d1ξ2 − −1ijd2ξ1 (3.5)
d1 + ξ1 ◦ d2 + ξ2 = −1ijξ2d1 + ξ1ξ2 for d1 + ξ1 ∈ i
= W i + i and d2 + ξ2 ∈ j 	 (3.6)
Theorem 3.1. The family   
· · ◦ forms a super Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra.
Proof. The pair   
· · forms a Lie superalgebra because it is a semi-
product of W  with its module . Let di + ξi ∈ ji with i = 1 2 3. First
we have

d1 + ξ1 ◦ d2 + ξ2 ◦ d3 + ξ3
= −1j1j2+j1+j2j3ξ3ξ2d1 + ξ1ξ2ξ3
= −1j2j3
d1 + ξ1 ◦ d3 + ξ3 ◦ d2 + ξ2 (3.7)
d1 + ξ1 ◦ 
d2 + ξ2 ◦ d3 + ξ3
= d1 + ξ1 ◦ −1j2j3ξ3d2 + ξ2ξ3
= −1j1j2+j3ξ2ξ3d1 + ξ1ξ2ξ3	 (3.8)
The above two expressions imply the associativity

d1 + ξ1 ◦ d2 + ξ2 ◦ d3 + ξ3
= d1 + ξ1 ◦ 
d2 + ξ2 ◦ d3 + ξ3	 (3.9)
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Thus   ◦ forms a Novikov superalgebra. Furthermore,

d3 + ξ3 ◦ d1 + ξ1 d2 + ξ2 − −1j1j2 
d3 + ξ3 ◦ d2 + ξ2 d1 + ξ1
+ 
d3 + ξ3 d1 + ξ1 ◦ d2 + ξ2 − −1j1j2 
d3 + ξ3 d2 + ξ2 ◦ d1 + ξ1
− d3 + ξ3 ◦ 
d1 + ξ1 d2 + ξ2
= 
−1j1j3ξ1d3 + ξ3ξ1 d2 + ξ2 − −1j1j2 
−1j2j3ξ2d3 + ξ3ξ2 d1 + ξ1
+ 
d3 d1 + d3ξ1 − −1j1j3d1ξ3 ◦ d2 + ξ2 − −1j1j2
d3 d2
+ d3ξ2 − −1j2j3d2ξ3 ◦ d1 + ξ1 − d3 + ξ3 ◦ 
d1 d2 + d1ξ2
− −1j1j2d2ξ1
= −1j1j3ξ1
d3 d2 − −1j1j3+j2j1+j3d2ξ1d3 + −1j1j3ξ1d3ξ2
− −1j2j1+j3d2ξ3ξ1 − −1j2j1+j3ξ2
d3 d1 + −1j1+j2j3d1ξ2d3
− −1j2j1+j3ξ2d3ξ1 + −1j1j3d1ξ3ξ2 + −1j2j1+j3ξ2
d3 d1
+ d3ξ1 − −1j1j3d1ξ3ξ2 − −1j1j3ξ1
d3 d2 − −1j1j2d3ξ2
− −1j2j3d2ξ3ξ1 − −1j3j1+j2d1ξ2d3 + −1j1j2+j3j1+j2d2ξ1d3
− ξ3d1ξ2 + −1j1j2ξ3d2ξ1 = 0	 (3.10)
The above construction is extracted from the simple Lie superalgebras
of Cartan type W (cf. [Ka3, X7]).
Our second construction is related to the following concept. A Lie–
Poisson superalgebra  is a 2-graded space with two algebraic operations
· and 
· · such that  · forms a super commutative associative algebra,
 
· · forms a Lie superalgebra, and the following compatibility condi-
tion is satisﬁed:

u v ·w = 
u v ·w + −1ijv · 
uw for u ∈ i v ∈ j w ∈ 	
(3.11)
Let  · 
· · be a Lie–Poisson superalgebra and let d be an even
derivation of the algebra  · such that
d
u v = 
du v + 
u dv + ξ
u v for u v ∈  (3.12)
where ξ ∈  is a constant. Now we deﬁne another algebraic operation on ◦
on  by
u ◦ v = udv + ξuv for u ∈  v ∈ β	 (3.13)
Theorem 3.2. The family  
· · ◦ forms a Gel’fand–Dorfman super
bialgebra.
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Proof. Note that (3.13) is the same as the second equation in (2.15) in
[X4]. It can be similarly veriﬁed that  ◦ forms a Novikov superalgebra.
Moreover, for u ∈ i v ∈ j , and w ∈ ,

w ◦ u v − −1ij
w ◦ v u + 
wu ◦ v − −1ij
w v ◦ u−w ◦ 
u v
= 
wd + ξu v − −1ij
wd + ξv u + 
wud + ξv
− −1ij
w vd + ξu −wd + ξ
u v
= 
wdu v − −1ij




wu v − −1ij




du v + 
u dv + 2ξ
u v
= −1ij






u v − −1ijw
v u −w2ξ
u v = 0	 (3.14)
So (1.13) holds.
The above construction is related to the Lie superalgebras of Hamiltonian
type and Contact type (cf. [Ka1]).
Next we shall present a construction extracted from a family of
inﬁnite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras that we obtained in [X4]
(cf. Theorem 5.3 in [X4])).
Let  · be a commutative associative algebra and let d be a derivation
of . Set
˜ =  ×  = ˜0 ⊕ ˜1 (3.15)
with
˜0 =  0 ˜1 = 0	 (3.16)
For ﬁxed elements ξη0 η1 ∈ , we deﬁne two algebraic operations 
· ·
and ◦ on ˜ by

u0 u1 v0 v1 = ξu1v1 0 (3.17)
u0 u1 ◦ v0 v1
= u0dv0 + η0v0 u1dv0 + η0v0 + u0dv1 + η1v1 (3.18)
for ui vj ∈ . It is easily seen that ˜ 
· · forms a Lie superalgebra.
First we want to show that ˜ ◦ forms a Novikov superalgebra. Note
that by Corollary 2.6 in [X4] ˜0 ◦ forms a Novikov algebra. This fact
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w0 w1 ◦ 0 u1 ◦ 0 v1 = 0 w0du1 + η1u1 ◦ 0 v1 = 0 0	
(3.22)
Thus the ﬁrst equation in (1.8) holds. Furthermore,
u0 0 v0 0 0 w1
= 
u0 0 ◦ v0 0 ◦ 0 w1 − u0 0 ◦ 
v0 0 ◦ 0 w1
= 0 u0dv0 + η0v0dw1 + η1w1 − 0 u0dv0dw1 + η1v0w1
+ η1v0dw1 + η1v0w1
= 0 u0v0
η0 − η1dw1 + η1w1 − d2w1 − dη1w1 (3.23)
u0 0 0 v1 w0 w1
= 
u0 0 ◦ 0 v1 ◦ w0 w1 − u0 0 ◦ 
0 v1 ◦ w0 w1
= 0 u0dv1 + η1v1dw0 + η0w0 − 0 u0dv1dw0 + η0v1w0
+ η1v1dw0 + η0v1w0
= 0−u0v1ddw0 + η0w0 (3.24)
0 v1 u0 0 w0 w1
= 
0 v1 ◦ u0 0 ◦ w0 w1 − 0 v1 ◦ 
u0 0 ◦ w0 w1
= 0 v1du0 + η0u0dw0 + η0w0 − 0 v1du0dw0 + η0u0w0
+ η0u0dw0 + η0u0w0
= 0−u0v1ddw0 + η0w0 (3.25)
0 u1 0 v1 w0 w1 = 0 = −0 v1 0 u1 w0 w1	 (3.26)
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Expressions (3.23)–(3.26) show that the second equation in (1.8) holds.
Hence ˜ ◦ forms a Novikov superalgebra.
We shall now examine (1.13). Note that (1.13) trivially holds if u = u0 0
and v = v0 0 by (3.17). Moreover,

w0 w1 ◦ u0 0 0 v1 − 
w0 w1 ◦ 0 v1 u0 0
+ 
w0 w1 u0 0 ◦ 0 v1
− 
w0 w1 0 v1 ◦ u0 0 − w0 w1 ◦ 
u0 0 0 v1
= ξw1v1du0 + η0u0 0 − 0+ 0
− ξw1v1du0 + η0u0 0 − 0 = 0 (3.27)

w0 w1 ◦ 0 u1 0 v1 + 
w0 w1 ◦ 0 v1 0 u1
+ 
w0 w1 0 u1 ◦ 0 v1 + 
w0 w1 0 v1 ◦ 0 u1
− w0 w1 ◦ 
0 u1 0 v1
= ξw0v1du1 + η1u1 0 + ξw0u1dv1
+ η1v1 0 + 0 ξw1u1dv1 + η1v1
+ 0 ξw1v1du1 + η1u1
− w0dξu1v1 + η0ξu1v1 w1dξu1v1 + η0ξu1v1
= w0u1v12ξη1 − ξη0 − dξ w1u1v12ξη1 − ξη0 − dξ	 (3.28)
Therefore, (1.13) holds if and only if
2ξη1 = ξη0 + dξ	 (3.29)
We summarize the above result as the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let  · be a commutative associative algebra and let d
be a derivation of . We set a space A˜ as in (3.15) and (3.16). For any given
three elements ξη0 η1 ∈ , satisfying (3.29), we deﬁne two algebraic oper-
ations 
· · and ◦ on ˜ as in (3.17) and (3.18). Then the family ˜ 
· · ◦
forms a Gel’fand–Dorfman super bialgebra.
Let  · be a commutative associative algebra and let d1 d2 d3 be
mutually commutative derivations of  ·. Deﬁne

u vi j = diudjv − djudiv

u vi = udiv − diuv for u v ∈  (3.30)
u ◦i b v = udi + bv for u v ∈  (3.31)
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where b ∈  is a constant. It can be veriﬁed that  
· ·i j forms a
Lie algebra. Moreover,  ◦i b form Novikov algebras by Corollary 2.6
in [X4]. We want to use these algebras to construct new Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebras.
For u vw ∈ , we denote

u vwi j l = 

u vi j wl + 

u vl wi j
+ 






wui j vl + 

wul vi j 	 (3.32)
A tedious calculation shows that

u vwi j l = diudlvdjw + djudivdlw
+ dludjvdiw − diudjvdlw
− djudlvdiw − dludivdjw (3.33)
for u vw ∈ . By (3.33), we can verify that

· · ·i j j = 0	 (3.34)
Thus we have:
Proposition 3.4. The pair  
· ·1 2 + λ
· ·1 form a Lie algebra for
any λ ∈ .
For u vw ∈ , we have

w ◦3 b u v1 2 − 
w ◦3 b v u1 2 + 
wu1 2 ◦3 b v
− 
w v1 2 ◦3 b u−w ◦3 b 
u v1 2
= d1wd3ud2v +wd1d3ud2v + bd1wud2v + bwd1ud2v
−d2wd3ud1v −wd2d3ud1v − bd2wud1v − bwd2ud1v
−d1wd2ud3v −wd2ud1d3v − bd1wd2uv − bwd2ud1v
+d2wd1ud3v +wd1ud2d3v + bd2wd1uv + bwd1ud2v
+d1wd2ud3v + bd1wd2uv − d2wd1ud3v − bd2wd1uv
−d1wd3ud2v − bd1wud2v + d2wd3ud1v + bd2wud1v
−wd1d3ud2v −wd1ud2d3v − bwd1ud2v +wd2ud1d3v
+wd2d3ud1v + bwd2ud1v
= bw
u v1 2 (3.35)
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w ◦2 b u v1 − 
w ◦2 b v u1 + 
wu1 ◦2 b v
− 
w v1 ◦2 b u−w ◦2 b 
u v1
= wd2ud1v + bwud1v − d1wd2uv −wd1d2uv − bd1wuv
− bwd1uv −wd1ud2v − bwd1uv + d1wud2v +wud1d2v
+ bd1wuv + bwud1v +wd1ud2v + bwd1uv − d1wud2v
− bd1wuv −wd2ud1v − bwud1v + d1wd2uv + bd1wuv
− bwud1v −wd2ud1v −wud1d2v + bwd1uv
+wd1d2uv +wd1ud2v
= w
u v1 2	 (3.36)
Proposition 3.4 and the above two expressions imply the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.5. The families  
· ·1 2 + 
· ·2 ◦2 0 and  
· ·2 1 +
b
· ·1 ◦2 b form Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebras.
Remark 3.6. (a) Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 will be used in the next sec-
tions of classiﬁcations.
(b) For a Lie–Poisson superalgebra  · 
· ·, the family  
· · ·
in general does not satisfy (1.13). So in general it does not form a Gel’fand–
Dorfman super bialgebra.
4. CLASSIFICATION I
In this section we shall classify the Lie algebras over the simple Novikov
algebra  0 ◦ deﬁned in (1.15). For convenience, we redenote
xα = xα 0 for α ∈   =  0	 (4.1)
Now (1.15) becomes
xα ◦ xβ = β+ bxα+β for αβ ∈ 	 (4.2)
Assume that  





aσαβxσ for αβ ∈  (4.3)
where aσαβ ∈  are the structure constants. The skew-symmetry of the Lie
algebra implies
aσαβ = −aσβα for αβ σ ∈ 	 (4.4)
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For any αβ γ ∈ , by (1.11) and (4.4),

xγ ◦ xα xβ − 
xγ ◦ xβ xα + 
xγ xα ◦ xβ
− 





α+ baσα+γβ − β+ baσβ+γ αxσ + β+ baσγαxσ+β




α+ baσα+γβ − aσ−αγβ  + β+ baσαβ+γ
− aσ−βα γ  − σ + b− γaσ−γαβ xσ
= 0 (4.5)
which is equivalent to
α+ baσα+γβ − aσ−αγβ  + β+ baσαβ+γ − aσ−βα γ 
− σ + b− γaσ−γαβ = 0 (4.6)
for αβ γ σ ∈ .
Letting α = γ = 0 in (4.6), we have
β+ baσ0 β − σ + baσ0 β = 0 for βσ ∈  (4.7)
which is equivalent to
β− σaσ0 β = 0 for βσ ∈ 	 (4.8)
Thus
aσ0 β = 0 for βσ ∈  β = σ	 (4.9)
We denote
ϕβ = aβ0 β for β ∈ 	 (4.10)
Obviously ϕ0 = 0 by (4.4). By (4.9),

x0 xβ = ϕβxβ for β ∈ 	 (4.11)
Letting α = 0 σ = β+ γ in (4.6), we obtain
β+ baβ+γ0 β+γ − aγ0 γ − aβ0 β = 0 (4.12)
which implies
ϕβ+ γ = ϕβ + ϕγ for β γ ∈  β = −b or γ = −b	 (4.13)
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If b ∈ , we have
0 = ϕb+ −b = ϕb + ϕ−b	 (4.14)
Hence by (4.13) and (4.14),
ϕ−b + ϕ−b = ϕ−b + ϕb + ϕ−2b = ϕ−2b	 (4.15)
By (4.13) and (4.15), ϕ → + is a group homomorphism.
We deﬁne an operator  on  by
u = x0 ◦ u for u ∈ 	 (4.16)
Then
xα = u ∈   u = α+ bu	 (4.17)
Letting w = x0 u = xα, and v = xβ in (1.11) for αβ ∈ , we get
α+ b
xα xβ − β+ b
xβ xα + ϕαβ+ bxα+β
− ϕβα+ bxβ+α −
xα xβ = 0 (4.18)
which is equivalent to
− α− β− 2b
xα xβ = ϕαβ+ b − ϕβα+ bxα+β	 (4.19)
If b = 0, then (4.17) and (4.19) imply

xα xβ = aα+βαβ xα+β (4.20)
and
ϕαβ = ϕβα (4.21)
for αβ ∈ . When  = 0, the classiﬁcation is trivial. So we assume




By (4.21), we have
ϕβ = aβ for β ∈ 	 (4.23)
Set
φαβ = aα+βαβ + aα− β for αβ ∈ 	 (4.24)
By (4.10) and (4.23),
φ0 β = 0 for β ∈ 	 (4.25)
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Moreover, (4.4) shows that φ is skew-symmetric. Letting σ = α+ β+ γ in
(4.6) for αβ γ ∈ , we have
αφα+ γβ + aβ− α− γ −φγβ − aβ− γ
+ βφαβ+ γ + aγ + β− α −φα γ − aγ − α
− α+ βφαβ + aβ− α = 0 (4.26)
which is equivalent to
αφα+ γβ −φγβ −φαβ
= βφβ+ γ α −φγ α −φβα	 (4.27)
For αβ γ ∈ , we set
S0αβ γ =
{
0 if α = 0,
α−1φβ+ γ α −φγ α −φβα if α = 0.
(4.28)
Note that (4.25) and (4.27) imply that
S0· · · × × →  is a symmetric map	 (4.29)
Furthermore,
φβ+γα=φγα+φβα+αS0αβγ for αβγ∈	 (4.30)
So the map S0 measures the nonlinearity of φ.
By (4.20) and (4.24), we have

xα xβ = φαβ + aβ− αxα+β for αβ ∈ 	 (4.31)
Thus for αβ γ, the Jacobi identity of the Lie algebra implies


xα xβ xγ + 

xβ xγ xα + 

xγ xα xβ
= φαβ + aβ− αφα+ β γ + aγ − α− βxα+β+γ
+φβ γ + aγ − βφβ+ γ α + aα− β− γxα+β+γ
+φγ α + aα− γφγ + αβ + aβ− γ − αxα+β+γ
= φαβ + aβ− αφα γ +φβ γ + γS0αβ γ
+ aγ − α− βxα+β+γ + φβ γ + aγ − βφβα +φγ α
+ αS0αβ γ + aα− β− γxα+β+γ + φγ α
+ aα− γφγβ +φαβ + βS0αβ γ + aβ− γ − αxα+β+γ
= φαβφα γ +φαβφβ γ +φβ γφβα +φβ γφγ α
+φγ αφγβ +φγ αφαβ − aφαβγ +φβ γα
+φγ αβ + 
γφαβ + aγβ− α + αφβ γ
+ aαγ − β + βφγ α + aβα− γS0αβ γxα+β+γ
= γφαβ + αφβ γ + βφγ αS0αβ γ − axα+β+γ = 0 (4.32)
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which is equivalent to
γφαβ + αφβ γ + βφγ αS0αβ γ − a = 0	 (4.33)
Note that the above arguments are reversible. We summarize the above
result as the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Any Lie algebra over the simple Novikov algebra  0 ◦
it with b = 0 has its Lie bracket in the form (4.31), where a it is a constant and
φ· · ×→  is a skew-symmetric map such that there exists a symmetric
map S0· · ·  ×  ×  →  satisfying (4.30), (4.33). Conversely, for any
constant a ∈  and a skew-symmetric map φ· · ×→  such that there
exists a symmetric map S0· · · ××→  satisfying (4.30) and (4.33),
the bracket in (4.31) deﬁnes a Lie algebra over the simple Novikov algebra
 0 ◦ with b = 0. In particular, the following φ satisfy our condition:
when a = 0, φ is any skew-symmetric -bilinear form; when a = 0,
φαβ = αϕ0β − βϕ0α for αβ ∈  (4.34)
where ϕ0 → + is a group homomorphism.
Next we consider the case b ∈ . Now by (4.17) and (4.19), we have
− b






ϕβα− ϕαβ+ bϕβ − ϕαxα+β for αβ ∈ 	
(4.36)
Theorem 4.2. A Lie algebra is a Lie algebra over the simple Novikov
algebra  0 ◦ with b ∈  if and only if its Lie bracket has the form
(4.36), where ϕ → + is a group homomorphism.
Proof. We only need to prove the sufﬁciency part. Let ϕ  → + be
a group homomorphism and deﬁne the operation 
· · on  =  0 by




ϕαxα d2xα = αxα for α ∈ 	 (4.37)
Then d1 and d2 are mutually commutative derivations of . By Theorem
3.6,  
· · ◦ =  
· ·2 1 + b
· ·1 ◦2 b forms a Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra.
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Finally, we consider the case 0 = b ∈ . Again, by (4.17) and (4.19)
we have








ϕβα− ϕαβ+ bϕβ − ϕα	 (4.39)
We set
θαβ = aα+β+bαβ for αβ ∈ 	 (4.40)
By (4.4) and (4.9), θ· · →  is a skew-symmetric map and
θ0 β = 0 for β ∈ 	 (4.41)
Letting σ = α+ β+ γ + b in (4.6) for αβ γ ∈ , we obtain
α+ bθα+ γβ − θγβ − θαβ
= β+ bθβ+ γ α − θγ α − θβα	 (4.42)
In particular, for β = −b and α = −b or γ = −b, we have
θα+ γ−b = θγ−b + θα−b	 (4.43)
As for (4.13)–(4.15), we can prove that (4.43) holds for any α γ ∈ . We set
Sbαβ γ=
{
0 if α= − b,
α+ b−1θβ+γ α− θγ α− θβα if α = −b
(4.44)
for αβ γ ∈ . Note that (4.42) and (4.43) imply that
Sbα1 α2 α3 is symmetric with respect to αi and αj (4.45)
whenever αi + bαj + b = 0. Moreover,
θβ+ γ α = θγ α + θβα + α+ bSbαβ γ for αβ γ ∈ 	
(4.46)




xα xβ xγ + 







bθαβxα+β+b + α+ bϕβ − β+ bϕαxα+β xγ
+ 
bθβ γxβ+γ+b + β+ bϕγ − γ + bϕβxβ+γ xα
+ 
bθγ αxγ+α+b + γ + bϕα − α+ bϕγxα+γ xβ
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= 
θαβθα+ β+ b γ + θβ γθβ+ γ + b α





− γ + bϕα+ β+ b + θα+ β γα+ bϕβ
− β+ bϕα + θβ γβ+ γ + 2bϕα − α+ bϕβ+ γ + b
+ θβ+ γ αβ+bϕγ − γ + bϕβ + θγ αγ + α+ 2bϕβ
− β+ bϕγ + α+ b + θγ + αβγ + bϕα
− α+ bϕγxα+β+γ+b
= 
θαβθα+ β+ b γ + θβ γθβ+ γ + b α





+α+ bθβ γ + β+ bθγ αϕbxα+β+γ+b
= 0 (4.47)
which is equivalent to
θαβθα+ β+ b γ + θβ γθβ+ γ + b α
+ θγ αθγ + α+ bβ = 0 (4.48)
and

γ + bθαβ + α+ bθβ γ + β+ bθγ αϕb = 0	 (4.49)
When γ = 0 in (4.49), we get
θαβϕb = 0 for αβ ∈ 	 (4.50)
Thus (4.49) is equivalent to (4.50) and θ ≡ 0 if ϕb = 0.
If ϕb = 0 and θ is -bilinear, then (4.42) naturally holds and (4.48) is
equivalent to
θαβθb γ + θβ γθb α + θγ αθbβ = 0 for αβ γ ∈ 
(4.51)
by the skew-symmetry of θ. If there exists γ0 ∈  such that θb γ0 = 0,
then




for αβ ∈ 	 (4.52)
Thus the solution of (4.51) is that
θ is any skew-symmetric -bilinear form such that b ∈ Radθ (4.53)
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or
θαβ = ϕ1αϕ2β − ϕ1αϕ2α for αβ ∈  (4.54)
where ϕ1 ϕ2 → + are group homorphisms such that
ϕ1b = 0 ϕ2b = −1	 (4.55)
Since the above arguments are reversible, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Any Lie algebra over the simple Novikov algebra  0 ◦
with 0 = b ∈  has its Lie bracket as





− β+ bϕαxα+β for αβ ∈ 	 (4.56)
where ϕ  → + is a group homomorphism, θ ≡ 0 if ϕb = 0, and
θ ×→  is a skew-symmetric map satisfying (4.42) and (4.48) if ϕb =
0. Conversely, for any given group homomorphism ϕ  → + and a skew-
symmetric map θ  ×  →  such that θ ≡ 0 if ϕb = 0 and (4.42),
(4.48) hold if ϕb = 0, (4.56) deﬁnes a Lie algebra over the simple Novikov
algebra  0 ◦ with 0 = b ∈ . In particular, for any group homomor-
phism ϕ → + such that ϕb = 0 and a skew-symmetric -bilinear map
θ × →  in (4.53) or (4.54), (4.56) deﬁnes a Lie algebra over the simple
Novikov algebra  0 ◦ with 0 = b ∈ .
Remark 4.4. The following Lie algebraic structure on  =  0
seems interesting in and of itself, although it is not directly related to
the Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebras. In fact, it can also be viewed as a
generalization of the Block algebras (cf. [B]).
Assume that 0 = b ∈ . Let φ· ·  ×  →  be a skew-symmetric
-bilinear form such that b ∈ Radφ and let ϕ → + be a group homo-
morphism. We have the following Lie bracket on :

xα xβ = ϕαφbβ − ϕβφb αxα+β+b
+φαβxα+β for αβ ∈ 	 (4.57)
5. CLASSIFICATION II
In this section we shall classify the Lie algebras over the simple Novikov
algebra  ◦ deﬁned in (1.15) with b ∈ . Several families of Lie
algebras over the simple Novikov algebra  ◦ with b ∈  will be
constructed.
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We start with the general case of arbitrary b. Let  
· · be a Lie
algebra over the Novikov algebra  ◦. Set






α iβ jxσ k for αβ ∈  i j ∈ 	 (5.1)
Then the skew-symmetry of Lie algebra shows
a
σk
α iβ j = −aσkβ jα i for αβ σ ∈  i j k ∈ 	 (5.2)
For αβ γ ∈  and i j l ∈ , by (1.11) and (1.15),

xγ l ◦ xα i xβ j − 
xγ l ◦ xβ j xα i + 
xγ l xα i ◦ xβ j
−
xγ l xβ j ◦ xα i − xγ l ◦ 
xα i xβ j
= ∑
σ∈ k∈
α+ baσkα+γ i+lβ jxσ k − aσkγ lβ jxσ+α k+i
+ β+ baσkα iβ+γ j+lxσ k + aσkγ lα ixσ+βk+j
+ iaσkα+γ i+l−1β jxσ k − aσkγ lβ jxσ+α k+i−1 + jaσkα iβ+γ j+l−1xσk
+ aσkγ lα ixσ+βk+j−1 − σ + baσkα iβ jxσ+γ k+l
− kaσkα iβ jxσ+γ k+l−1
= ∑
σ∈ k∈
α+ baσkα+γ i+lβ j − aσ−α k−iγ lβ j 
+ β+ baσkα iβ+γ j+l + aσ−βk−jγ lα i 
+ iaσkα+γ i+l−1β j − aσ−α k+1−iγ lβ j  + jaσkα iβ+γ j+l−1 + aσ−βk+1−jγ lα i 
− σ − γ + baσ−γ k−lα iβ j − k+ 1− laσ−γ k+1−lα iβ j xσk = 0 (5.3)
which is equivalent to
α+ baσkα+γ i+lβ j − aσ−α k−iγ lβ j  + β+ baσkα iβ+γ j+l + aσ−βk−jγ lα i 
+ iaσkα+γ i+l−1β j − aσ−α k+1−iγ lβ j  + jaσkα iβ+γ j+l−1 + aσ−βk+1−jγ lα i 
−σ − γ + baσ−γ k−lα iβ j − k+ 1− laσ−γ k+1−lα iβ j = 0 (5.4)
for αβ γ σ ∈  and i j l k ∈ .
Letting α = γ = 0 and i = l = 0 in (5.4), we have
β+baσk00βj+jaσk00βj−1−σ+baσk00βj−k+1aσk+100βj=0 (5.5)









0 0β j + jaσk0 0β j−1	 (5.6)
Thus, by mathematical induction, we have
a
σk






pβ− σk−paσ 00 0β j−p for β ∈  j k ∈ 	
(5.7)
For any given β ∈  and j ∈ , since 
x0 0 xβ j is a ﬁnite linear combina-
tion of xσk  σ ∈  k ∈ , there exists an integer K > j such that
a
σk
0 0β j = 0 when k ≥ K	 (5.8)




K + q− p!
j
pβ− σK+q−paσ 00 0β j−p = 0 for q = 0 1 2 	 	 	  j	
(5.9)
Assume β = σ . We view aσ 00 0β j aσ 00 0β j−1 	 	 	  aσ 00 0β 0 as unknowns.
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0 0β j = aσ 00 0β j−1 = · · · = aσ 00 0β 0 = 0	 (5.11)
By (5.7), we obtain
a
σk




0 0β j =
{
0 if k > j
jkaβ 00 0β j−k if k ≤ j
(5.13)
Letting α = γ = 0 σ = β i = 0, and k = l = 1 in (5.4), we get
β+ baβ 10 0β j+1 + a0 1−j0 1 0 0 + jaβ 10 0β j + a0 2−j0 1 0 0
− β+ baβ 00 0β j − aβ 10 0β j = 0	 (5.14)
By (5.13) and (5.14),
β+ bjaβ 00 0β j + δ1 ja0 00 1 0 0 + j − 1jaβ 00 0β j−1 + jδ2 ja0 00 1 0 0 = 0	
(5.15)
When j = 1 in (5.15), we have




0 0β 1 = a0 00 0 0 1 for − b = β ∈  (5.17)
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by (5.2). When j = 2 in (5.15),
2β+ baβ 00 0β 2 + 2aβ 00 0β 1 + 2a0 00 1 0 0 = 0 (5.18)
which is equivalent to
a
β 0
0 0β 2 = 0 for − b = β ∈  (5.20)
by (5.2) and (5.17). When j > 2 in (5.15), we get
jβ+ baβ 00 0β j + j − 1jaβ 00 0β j−1 = 0 (5.21)
which is equivalent to
β+ baβ 00 0β j = 1− jaβ 00 0β j−1	 (5.22)
Moreover, by (5.20), (5.22), and mathematical induction on j, we can prove
a
β 0
0 0β j = 0 for − b = β ∈  2 ≤ j ∈ 	 (5.23)
When β = −b in (5.15), we have












0 0 0 1 = λ aβ 00 0β 0 = ϕβ for β ∈ 	 (5.27)
By (5.13) and (5.26),
a
β j−1
0 0β j = λj for β ∈  j ∈ 	 (5.28)
Thus we have

x0 0 xβ j = ϕβxβ j + λjxβ j−1 for β ∈  j ∈ 	 (5.29)
Note that by letting α = 0 σ = β + γ, and i = j = l = k = 0 in (5.4),
we get the same equation as (4.12) with aρ0 ρ replaced by a
ρ 0
0 0ρ 0 for ρ ∈ 
because aβ 10 0β 0 = 0 by (5.13). So ϕ  → + is a group homomorphism
by (4.12)–(4.15).
Deﬁne an operator  on  by





xβp = u ∈   − β− bju = 0 for β ∈  j ∈ 	
(5.31)
For αβ ∈  and i j ∈ , letting w = x0 0 u = xα i, and v = xβ j in
(1.11), we get

α+ bxα i + ixα i−1 xβ j − 
β+ bxβ j + jxβ j−1 xα i
+ ϕαxα i + λixα i−1 ◦ xβ j − ϕβxβ j + λjxβ j−1 ◦ xα i
− x0 0 ◦ 
xα i xβ j = 0 (5.32)
which is equivalent to
− α− β− 2b
xα i xβ j
= i
xα i−1 xβ j + j
xα i xβ j−1
+ ϕαβ+ b − ϕβα+ bxα+β i+j
+ 
iλβ+ b − ϕβ + jϕα − λα+ bxα+β i+j−1	 (5.33)
Assume that b = 0. By (5.31), (5.33), and mathematical induction on
i+ j, we can prove that







α iβ j xα+β+b k + aα+βkα iβ jxα+βk
)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈  (5.34)











α iβ j−bxα+βk + kxα+βk−1	
(5.35)




α iβ j =
1
b
α+ bϕβ − β+ bϕα for αβ ∈  i j ∈ 	
(5.36)
Moreover, by (5.34) and (5.35), the coefﬁcients of xα+β i+j−1 in (5.33) show
that
−baα+β i+j−1α iβ j +
i+ j
b
α+ bϕβ − β+ bϕα
= i+ j
b
α+ bϕβ − β+ bϕα + iλβ+ b − ϕβ
+ jϕα − λα+ b (5.37)
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which is equivalent to
a
α+β i+j−1




iϕβ − λβ+ b + jλα+ b − ϕα (5.38)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . From the coefﬁcients of xα+β i+j−2 in (5.33), we get
−baα+β i+j−2α iβ j +
i+ j − 1
b









iϕβ − λβ+ b + j − 1λα+ b − ϕα
= i+ j − 1
b

iϕβ − λβ+ b + jλα+ b − ϕα (5.39)
which is equivalent to
a
α+β i+j−2
α iβ j = 0 for αβ ∈  i j ∈ 	 (5.40)
Thus by (5.33)–(5.35) and mathematical induction, we can prove that
a
α+βk
α iβ j = 0 for αβ ∈  i j ∈  k ≤ i+ j − 2	 (5.41)
Theorem 5.1. A Lie algebra is an algebra over the simple Novikov algebra
 ◦ (cf. (1.15)) with b ∈  if and only if its Lie bracket has the form

xα i xβ j =
1
b




iϕβ − λβ+ b
+ jλα+ b − ϕαxα+β i+j−1 (5.42)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ , where ϕ  → + is a group homomorphism and
λ ∈  is a constant.
Proof. The necessity part has been proved above.
To prove the sufﬁciency part we deﬁne operators d1 d2 on  by
d1uα i = ϕαuα i + λiuα i−1 d2uα i = αuα i + iuα i−1
for α ∈  i ∈ 	 (5.43)
Then d1 and d2 are mutually commutative derivations of  ·. More-
over, the algebraic operations deﬁned in (5.42) and (1.15) have the property
b
· · = 
· ·2 1 + b
· ·1 ◦ = ◦b (5.44)
in terms of the notions in (3.30) and (3.31). Thus (1.15) and (5.42) deﬁne
a Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra by Theorem 3.5.
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Remark 5.2. (a) Up to this point, we have not completely classiﬁed
all of the Lie algebras over the simple Novikov algebra  ◦ with b ∈ .
The best information that we have obtained is as follows: When 0 = b ∈ ,
a
α+β+b k
α iβ j =
k∑
k=0
















for 1 < i j ∈ . When b = 0, for αβ ∈  and i j ∈ ,
a
α+βk
α iβ j = 0 for i+ j + 1 < k ∈  (5.47)
a
α+β i+j+1
α iβ j = ϕαβ− ϕβα
a
α+β i+j
α iβ j = aα+β 0α 0β0 + iλβ− ϕβ + jϕα − λα (5.48)
a
α+βk
α iβ j =
k∑
k=0
ip jk−paα+β 0α i−p β j+p−k for i+ j > k ∈  (5.49)

x0 i x0 j = λj − i	 (5.50)
Equation (5.50) was proved by Osborn and Zelmanov [OZ].
(b) The following are Lie algebras over  ◦ with b = 0	
(1) For a skew-symmetric -bilinear form φ· ·  ×  → 
and a group homomorphism ϕ → +, the Lie bracket is deﬁned by

xα i xβ j = φαβxα+β i+j + iϕβ − jϕαxα+β i+j−1 (5.51)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . This structure is obtained by Theorem 3.8 when

· · = 
· ·φ 2 3 with di deﬁned in (5.43).
(2) For a group homomorphism ϕ → + and a nonzero con-
stant λ ∈ , the Lie bracket is deﬁned as

xα i xβ j = αϕβ − βϕαxα+β i+j
+ 
iϕβ − λβ + jλα− ϕαxα+β i+j−1 (5.52)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . This structure is obtained by Corollary 3.7 with di
deﬁned in (5.43) and b = 0.
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(3) For a group homomorphism ϕ → +, the Lie bracket is
deﬁned as

xα i xβ j = αϕβ − βϕα + β− αxα+β i+j
+ iϕβ − jϕα + j − ixα+β i+j−1 (5.53)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . This structure is obtained by Theorem 3.6.
(c) The following are Lie algebras over  ◦ with 0 = b ∈ .
(1) For a group homomorphism ϕ  → + and a constant
λ ∈ , the Lie bracket is deﬁned by (5.42).
(2) For group homomorphisms ϕϕ1 ϕ2  → + such that
ϕb = ϕ1b = 0 and a constant λ ∈ , the Lie bracket is deﬁned as

xα i xβ j = ϕ1αϕ2β − ϕ1βϕ2αxα+β+b i+j + α+ bϕβ
− β+ bϕαxα+β i+j + 
iϕβ − λβ+ b
+ jλα+ b − ϕαxα+β i+j−1 (5.54)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ . This family of Lie algebras is motivated by
Theorem 4.3 and (5.42).
(d) The following Lie algebraic structure on  seems interesting
in and of itself, although it is not directly related to Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebras. Assume that 0 = b ∈ . Let φ· ·  ×  →  be a skew-
symmetric -bilinear form such that b ∈ Radφ and let ϕϕ1  → +
be group homomorphisms such that ϕb = 0. We have the following Lie
bracket on :

xα xβ = ϕ1αφbβ − ϕ1βφbβxα+β+b +φαβxα+β
+ iϕβ − jϕαxα+β i+j−1 (5.55)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ .
6. CLASSIFICATION III
Recall that we have a commutative associative algebraic structure on
 deﬁned in (1.16). As indicated in (1.18), the commutator algebras of
all simple Novikov algebras  ξ for ξ ∈  are the same. We ask
whether ξ are all the Novikov algebraic structures on ξ ∈  whose
commutator algebras are the Lie algebra

xα i xβ j= β−αxα+β i+j +j− ixα+β i+j−1 for αβ∈ i j ∈	
(6.1)
We shall give a conﬁrmative answer for the case  = 0.
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Let  ◦ be a Novikov algebra whose commutative algebra is given
by (6.1). Then  
· · ◦ forms Gel’fand–Dorfman bialgebra, that is,
(1.11) holds (cf. Theorem 2.3). Set
ξ = x0 0 ◦ x0 0 (6.2)
and deﬁne another algebraic operation ◦0 on  by
u ◦0 v = ξuv for u v ∈ 	 (6.3)
Lemma 6.1. The family  
· · ◦0 forms a Gel’fand–Dorfman
bialgebra.
Proof. It is easily seen that  ◦0 forms a Novikov algebra. More-
over, (1.11) holds because ◦0 = ξ − 0 and both 
· · ξ and 
· · 0
satisfy (1.11) (cf. (1.18) and Theorem 2.3).
Now we let
5 = ◦ − ◦0	 (6.4)
Note that the commutator algebra of  
· · ◦0 is a trivial (abelian)
Lie algebra. Thus the commutator algebra of the algebra  5 is also
 
· ·, and 
· · 5 satisﬁes (1.11). Speciﬁcally, we have
xα i 5 xβ j − xβ j 5 xα i = 
xα i xβ j
= β− αxα+β i+j + j − ixα+β i+j−1 (6.5)
for αβ ∈  i j ∈ 

w 5 u v − 
w 5 v u + 
wu 5 v − 
w v 5 u− w 5 
u v = 0
for u vw ∈  (6.6)
x0 0 5 x0 0 = 0	 (6.7)
Below we assume that  = 0. We shall determine  0 ◦ through
 0 5.
Recall the notion in (4.1). We write
xα 5 xβ =
∑
σ∈
cσαβxσ for αβ ∈ 	 (6.8)
Then by (6.3) and (6.7), we have
cσαβ − cσβα = δσα+ββ− α for αβ σ ∈  (6.9)
cσ0 0 = 0 for σ ∈ 	 (6.10)
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Moreover, for αβ γ ∈ , Eq. (6.6) gives

xγ 5 xα xβ − 
xγ 5 xβ xα + 
xγ xα 5 xβ − 





β− σcσγ αxσ+β − α− σcσγβxσ+α + α− γcσγ+αβ




2β− σcσ−βγ α − 2α− σcσ−αγβ + α− γcσγ+αβ
− β− γcσγ+βα − β− αcσγ α+βxσ = 0 (6.11)
which is equivalent to
2β− σcσ−βγ α − 2α− σcσ−αγβ + α− γcσγ+αβ
− β− γcσγ+βα − β− αcσγ α+β = 0 (6.12)
for αβ γ σ ∈ .
Letting α = γ = 0 and β = 0 in (6.12), we get
σcσ0 β − βcσβ 0 − βcσ0 β = 0 (6.13)
by (6.10), which implies
σ − 2βcσ0 β = −β2δσβ (6.14)
by (6.9). Hence
cσ0 β = 0 for βσ ∈  σ = β 2β (6.15)
c
β
0 β = β for β ∈ 	 (6.16)




αβ − βc2α+ββα − β− αc2α+β0 α+β = 0 (6.17)
by (6.15). Moreover, by (6.9), (6.17) can be written as




αβ = −c2α+β0 α+β for 0 = α β ∈  α = ±β	 (6.19)
When α = 0 σ = 2β+ γ, and βγ = 0 β = ±γ in (6.12), we have
2β+ γc2β+γγβ − γc2β+γγβ − β− γc2β+γγ+β 0 − βc2β+γγβ = 0 (6.20)
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by (6.15). Moreover, by (6.9) and (6.19), (6.20) implies




γβ = c2β+γ0 β+γ = 0	 (6.22)
For any 0 = τ ∈ , we let β = 2τ and γ = −τ. Then β and γ satisfy our
assumption. So
c2τ0 τ = c22τ+−τ0 2τ+−τ = 0 for τ ∈ 	 (6.23)
Assuming that α = 0 and σ = β+ γ in (6.12), we get
σcσγβ − γcσγβ − βcσγβ = 0 (6.24)
by (6.15) and (6.22)–(6.23). Thus
cσγβ = 0 for β γ σ ∈  σ = β+ γ	 (6.25)
Supposing that γ = 0 α = β, and σ = α+ β in (6.12), we get
β− αcα0 α + β− αcβ0 β + αcα+βαβ −βcα+ββα − β− αcα+β0 α+β = 0 (6.26)
which is equivalent to




αβ = β for αβ ∈  α = β	 (6.28)
Letting α = 3β γ = β = 0, and σ = 5β in (6.12), we get
− 3βc4ββ 3β − βc2βββ + 2βc5β4ββ + 2βc5ββ 4β = 0 (6.29)
which is equivalent to
− 9β2 − βc2βββ + 2β2 + 8β2 = 0 (6.30)
by (6.28). Thus we have
c
2β
ββ = β for β ∈ 	 (6.31)
By (6.25), (6.28), and (6.31), we have
xα 5 xβ = βxα+β for αβ ∈ 	 (6.32)
Hence by (6.2)–(6.4), Lemma 6.1, and (6.32), we obtain the main result in
this section:
Theorem 6.2. The set  0 ξ  ξ ∈  0 enumerates all the
Novikov algebraic structures over  0 whose commutator algebras are given
by (6.1).
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